
Subject: Re: Decisions, Decisions! 
Posted by Wayne Parham on Sun, 02 May 2004 08:59:47 GMT
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Single drivers are a different breed.  I really like the Fostex 206e, but I haven't heard others that I
could identify.  I mean, I've probably heard others but didn't know what I was listening to.  But I'm
reasonably familiar with the Fostex 206e in large vented and transmission line speakers, and I like

same on the bottom end, but all the larger speakers go deeper than single drivers can.  The other
thing is that you really can't push a 20 watt part very loud, so dynamic range is limited.  Twenty
watts is about 13dB over one watt, so whatever the W/M sensitivity of the single driver is, add

compare them.  But that also assumes that you drive them with some power.Considering that
you'll use a low power tube amp, that takes the dynamic range issue away.  You're not going to hit
the speaker with 100 watts, so that's a non-issue.  That leaves you with bass response.  In this

it's horn-loaded through most of the audio range, so that's an attractive option too.The Theater

when belted with a couple hundred watts.  So it does well at both low power and high power
levels, is very versatile and sounds great too.  The Thermionics are also very popular, but they are

as much power.I really like the Stage Series, but I don't recommend them for use with tube amps. 
It is great when you have a powerful system, and it sounds nice at medium and high power levels.
 But it isn't particularly "tube friendly."  I will say that Stage Series speakers sound excellent on
Bottlehead Paramour amplifiers, but that is an unusual situation.  Most amps will not like the load,
and will have reduced and/or peaky bass when used with Stage Series speakers.
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